BESTÅ storage
Buying guide 2021

TV storage combination. W240×D42×H230 cm.
White stained oak effect/NOTVIKEN grey-green/
LAPPVIKEN white stained oak effect/STUBBARP legs.
Push-open: 393.029.64 Soft-closing: 993.029.61

All the products (shown here) may not be available
at the store. Please contact the staff or look at
www.IKEA.sg for more information. For more
detailed product information, see the price tag
and the internet. All units require assembly.

Lighting, see page 40

Frames and wall-mounting information, see page 23
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Doors and drawer fronts, see page 26

Personalise your combination with knobs and handles, top panels or legs, see page 34
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Introduction to
the BESTÅ storage system
Our BESTÅ series offers contemporary, high quality
storage with the possibility to design and adapt a
solution according to your own taste, space and needs.
BESTÅ makes a good home for your TV; it’s great for
storing like toys, games and photo albums; and it
can serve as a display cabinet, to show your most
beloved objects.
A BESTÅ solution can start as a simple unit with enough
storage for a limited space and can grow and adapt as

BESTÅ
Storage combination with glass
doors. W120×D42×H240 cm.
White/HANVIKEN white/
STUBBARP legs.
Push-open: 293.017.95
Soft-closing: 693.019.01

$

your needs change - whether you are moving to a new
home or your family is getting bigger. Best of all, you
can create your own personal expression by choosing
from a wide range of fronts in different colours and
finishes, and personalise them even more with knobs or
handles, top panels or legs.
Wherever you have storage needs BESTÅ can help you
out. And if you choose BESTÅ in several areas of the
home, you get a beautifully coordinated look.

575

A solution for both
storing and displaying
comes in handy next
to the dining area. You
can store things like
napkins and placemats
in the spacious drawers
and show your finest
glassware behind glass
doors. If you mount
lighting inside, it will add
to the atmosphere in
the room.

BESTÅ
TV storage combination.
W240×D42×H190 cm.
White/LAPPVIKEN white/
SINDVIK clear glass.
Push-open: 793.026.22
Soft-closing: 993.026.16

$

555

BESTÅ
storage combination with doors.
W180xD42xH74 cm. Black-brown/
STOCKVIKEN anthracite/STUBBARP legs.
693.025.71

$

BESTÅ media storage
makes a great hub for
your TV and everything
from gaming equipment
to charges, cables,
remote controls, board
games and toys. If floor
space is limited, you can
maximise the use of your
wall space with BESTÅ.

4

415

With a BESTÅ sideboard
combination you can
tuck things away behind
the doors but also
have space for placing
beautiful objects on the
surface on top.
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TV benches and
media storage solutions
Without the clutter, you can focus on the entertainment
BESTÅ makes your life around the TV more fun and relaxing. It puts your TV at the
centre of attention and hides all the messy techy stuff. With BESTÅ, it’s easy to make
a place for everything and get the room organised – saying good-bye to clutter and
hello to calming closed doors and a tidier home.

With BESTÅ, cables are fed discreetly through the outlets at the back
of the TV bench. They stay hidden but are easy to access whether your
BESTÅ solution is on legs or wall-mounted.

Glass doors will keep your equipment free from dust, and no worries –
the remote control will work through the glass.

The LED strip light inside the drawer turns on automatically when you
open it, so there’s no need to turn on the ceiling lamps when looking
for something inside the drawer.

The shelves are adjustable so you adapt the storage to your needs.
Storage for toys at child height makes it easier for them to access their
toys – and to put them back when they are finished playing.

Cabinet lighting makes it easier to find your things. It also adds
atmosphere and is a good way to ease the contrast between the light
coming from the TV and the darker light in the room.

BESTÅ drawers are big enough to accommodate even the smallest family
members. Depending on the style you like, you can choose to open your
drawers with knobs or handles or by using a push-open function.

BESTÅ
TV storage combination with glass
doors. W240×D42×H231 cm.
Black-brown/LAPPVIKEN black-brown/
SINDVIK clear glass.
Push-open: 491.867.42
Soft-closing: 291.871.15

$

6

835
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Media storage solutions

Media storage solutions

TV benches
It’s not only the TV that’s smart! BESTÅ TV benches combine contemporary
good looks with practical function. You get lots of storage space and relief
from cables that tend to get messy and gather dust.

BESTÅ TV bench. W120×D40×H48 cm. Black-brown.
392.194.08

$165

BESTÅ TV bench with drawers.
W120×D42×H48 cm.
White/LAPPVIKEN white/STUBBARP legs.

BESTÅ TV bench with doors and drawers.
W280×D42×H74 cm. White/NOTVIKEN blue/
STUBBARP legs.

Push-open

491.846.15

$250

Soft-closing

591.848.94

$250

Push-open

192.975.53

$525

Soft-closing

892.975.40

$525

We have a wide range of pre-designed BESTÅ combinations to
choose from in the store and on www.IKEA.sg If you do not
find a combination that you like, or if you would like to
customise one, use our BESTÅ storage planner.

BESTÅ TV-bench with doors and
drawer. W180×D42×H48 cm.
White/SUTTERVIKEN beige/
KABBARP legs. Handles are sold
separately.

BESTÅ TV bench with doors. W180×D42×H38 cm.
White/NOTVIKEN grey-green.
692.991.73

8

$272.50

BESTÅ TV bench with doors. W120×D42×H74 cm.
Black-brown/KALLVIKEN dark grey concrete effect/
STUBBARP legs.
492.766.48

$280

Push-open

593.845.34 $372.50

Soft-closing

193.845.31 $372.50

BESTÅ TV bench with drawer and glass doors.
W180×D42×H48 cm. White/SELSVIKEN white highgloss/GLASSVIK frosted glass/NANNARP legs.
Push-open

991.850.90

$402.50

Soft-closing

291.851.21

$402.50

BESTÅ TV-bench with drawers.
W120×D42×H48 cm. Blackbrown/LAPPVIKEN black-bown/
STUBBARP legs.
$250

Push-open

791.846.14

Soft-closing

791.848.93 $250
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Media storage solutions

Media storage solutions

Media storage solutions
BESTÅ TV storage combinations provide a home for your TV and storage for all the
activities that go on in the space around it. Hide the clutter and display your favourite
things in one magnificent combo!

BESTÅ TV storage combination with glass door.
W240×D42×H129 cm. White/LAPPVIKEN white/
SINDVIK clear glass

BESTÅ TV storage combination with glass doors.
W300×D42×H193 cm. Black-brown/HANVIKEN
black-brown/SINDVIK clear glass.

BESTÅ TV storage combination. W240×D42×H230 cm.
White/HANVIKEN white/STUBBARP legs.

Push-open

093.029.46

$810

$467.50

Push-open

Push-open

191.853.10

392.993.82

$742.50

Soft-closing

793.029.43

$810

691.853.41

$467.50

Soft-closing

Soft-closing

992.993.79

$742.50

We have a wide range of pre-designed BESTÅ combinations
to choose from in the store and on IKEA.sg If you do not
find a combination that you like, or if you would like to
customise one, use our BESTÅ storage planner.

BESTÅ TV storage combination
with glass doors.
W300xD42xH211 cm.
White/NOTVIKEN grey-green.
593.006.95 $822.50

Soft-closing

993.006.98 $822.50

BESTÅ TV storage combination with glass doors.
W300×D40×H230 cm. White/LAPPVIKEN white/
SINDVIK clear glass

BESTÅ TV storage combination
with glass doors. W180×D42×H192
cm.
Black-brown/LAPPVIKEN blackbrown/SINDVIK clear glass.

$1,007.50

Push-open

891.871.41

$1,095

Push-open

591.866.09 $572.50

$1,007.50

Soft-closing

391.871.67

$1,095

Soft-closing

891.867.16

BESTÅ TV storage combination with glass doors.
W240×D42×H166 cm. White/NOTVIKEN grey-green/
LAPPVIKEN white/SINDVIK clear glass.

BESTÅ TV storage combination with glass doors.
W240×D42×H231 cm. White/SELSVIKEN white/
GLASSVIK frosted glass.

Push-open

193.026.44

$600

Push-open

991.867.49

Soft-closing

793.026.41

$600

Soft-closing

291.871.20

10

Push-open

$572.50
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Storage solutions
Out of sight or up close and personal?
Things that tend to get cluttered can go straight into
the spacious drawers or cabinets where they are out
of sight while your favourite objects can be showcased
either behind glass doors or on the surface on top

of the cabinet. A storage-and-display solution is both
practical and tells a story about yourself.

Discreet integrated lighting adds sparkle to
your crystal and spreads a pleasant light into
the room. In glass door cabinets with lighting,
we recommend using glass shelves to allow
the light to shine through to the bottom shelf
of the cabinet.

The shelves can be adjusted to accommodate
the things you need to store.

BESTÅ
Storage combination with doors.
W180×D42×H64 cm.
White/RIKSVIKEN light bronze
effect. 893.017.35

$

BESTÅ
Storage combination with
glass doors and drawers.
W60×D42×H193 cm. White
stained oak effect/LAPPVIKEN
white stained oak effect/
SINDVIK clear glass.
Push-open: 093.008.67
Soft-closing: 393.008.61

427.50

$

Add warmth and personality to your room
with a creative display on top of your storage
solution.

12

297.50

You don’t have to disturb the ambience by
turning on the ceiling light to look for things.
The LED light strip illuminates when you
open the drawer, making it easier to find
things inside.

13
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Storage solutions

Storage solutions
BESTÅ lets you go for the function and style you want. You can choose high,
low or wall-mounted combinations. You can create a statement piece or
keep it subtle with space for displaying cherished objects – giving them the
attention they deserve.

BESTÅ storage combination with doors.
W120×D42×H74 cm. Black-brown/STOCKVIKEN anthracite/STALLARP legs.
293.027.28

$275

BESTÅ combination with doors and drawers.
W180×D42×H74 cm. White/LAPPVIKEN white/SINDVIK
clear glass/STUBBARP legs.
Push-open

893.026.88

$382.50

Soft-closing

693.026.89

$382.50

BESTÅ storage combination with doors.
W180×D42×H74 cm. Black-brown/RIKSVIKEN light
bronze effect/STUBBARP legs.
093.025.74

$445

We have a wide range of pre-designed BESTÅ combinations
to choose from in the store and on IKEA.sg. If you do not
find a combination that you like, or if you would like to
customise one, use our BESTÅ storage planner.

BESTÅ storage combination with glass doors.
W60×D22×H202 cm. Black-brown/SINDVIK clear glass.
993.019.28

BESTÅ storage combination with glass doors and
drawers. W120×D42×H240 cm. White stained oak effect/LAPPVIKEN white stained oak effect/SINDVIK
clear glass/STUBBARP legs.
Push-open

993.017.92

$555

Soft-closing

393.018.94

$555

14

BESTÅ storage combination with doors.
W120×D40×H192 cm. White/LAXVIKEN white.
391.874.45

$615

$300

BESTÅ storage combination with doors.
W120×D42×H202 cm. White/KALLVIKEN dark grey
concrete effect/STUBBARP legs.
893.050.69

$435

BESTÅ storage combination with doors and drawers. W120×D40×H74 cm. White/SUTTERVIKEN beige/
KABBARP legs. Handles are sold separately.
Push-open

893.848.82

$320

Soft-closing

593.848.88

$320

15
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How to plan your BESTÅ combination

How to plan your BESTÅ combination
1

2

3

4

1

BESTÅ living room storage is flexible and stylish way to organise all
your living room essentials according to your taste, space and storage
needs. Choose from our many suggested combinations or create your
own unique piece of furniture using our BESTÅ storage planner. You
can also start here and now by following these 4 simple steps.

3
2

2
Choose among TV benches and
other frames.

Choose functional interiors.

Wall-mounting information, see page 23

Complete the drawers frames with drawers
runners, see page 25

3

4
Choose from the wide range
of fronts.

Personalise your combination.

Complete fronts with hinges, see page 26

Add extra knobs, handles, legs or top panels,
see page 34

1

Visit the BESTÅ storage planner online
at www.IKEA.sg to put together
your perfect storage combination.

16

17
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How to plan your BESTÅ combination – TV benches and frames

1

2

3

4

TV benches and frames

Floor-standing / wall-mounted TV bench frames

We have a wide selection of BESTÅ TV bench frames and other frames.
Some are designed to stand on the floor, while others can be placed
either on floor or wall mounted - just as you like. All TV bench frames
have outlets for cables to keep them neat and organised. If you
grow out of your storage, you can simply add frames to your BESTÅ
combination to create any shape or size you want.
Good to know
This furniture must be fixed to the wall with the enclosed wall fastener
if placed on the floor. Different wall materials require different types of
fixing devices. Use fixing devices suitable for the walls in your home,
sold separately.

BESTÅ TV bench frame, W120×D40×H38 cm.
Fittings for wall mounting are included. May be completed with legs, 4 legs
and 1 supporting leg. Max load for the TV bench is 50 kg per surface if placed
on the floor. The max load for a wall-hung TV bench depends on the wall
material.

BESTÅ TV bench frame, W180×D40×H38 cm.
Fittings for wall mounting are included. May tbe completed with legs, 4 legs
and 2 supporting legs. Max load for the TV bench is 50 kg per surface if placed
on the floor. The max load for a wall-hung TV bench depends on the wall
material.

White

102.945.25

$125

White

902.945.26

$175

Black-brown

002.945.16

$125

Black-brown

202.945.20

$175

White stained oak effect

602.948.58

$175

Possible arrangements:

Possible arrangements:

Floor-standing TV bench frames

How to mount a TV bench
on the wall

BESTÅ TV bench frame, W120×D40×H64 cm.
For safety reasons this TV bench should not be hung on the wall. This TV
bench require 4 legs and 1 BESTÅ supporting legs. Max load for the TV bench
is 50 kg per surface.

BESTÅ TV bench frame, W180×D40×H64 cm.
For safety reasons this TV bench should not be hung on the wall. May be
completed with legs, 4 legs and 2 supporting legs. Max load for the TV bench
is 50 kg per surface.

White

202.998.91

$145

White

502.998.80

$195

Black-brown

202.998.86

$145

Black-brown

502.998.75

$195

White stained oak effect

102.998.82

$195

Possible arrangements:

Fittings for wall mounting are included
in the package. In order to hang your
TV bench on the wall simply follow the
assembly instructions.
Fixing devices for the wall are not included
since different wall materials require
different types of fixing devices. Use fixing
devices suitable for the walls in your
home.
For advice on suitable fixing systems,
contact your local specialized dealer.

Possible arrangements:

NOTE! Fittings for wall mounting are
included in the package.
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1

2

3

4

TV benches and frames
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TV bench on the wall simply follow the
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since different wall materials require
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devices suitable for the walls in your
home.
For advice on suitable fixing systems,
contact your local specialized dealer.

Possible arrangements:

NOTE! Fittings for wall mounting are
included in the package.
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Cable management
BESTÅ takes care of messy and ugly cables. Outlets at
the back of the TV bench keep them out of sight but
simple to access. The outlet at the top makes it easy to
let cables run down, even if the TV bench is mounted
on the wall.

UPPLEVA TV brackets and cable cover strip
UPPLEVA TV brackets can be both fixed and angled
for change of viewing position, and easy access to
cables and connections. They have integrated cable

management so you can easily gather and conceal
wires for a neater TV solution.

UPPLEVA TV bracket, swivel. Fits most 37-55” flat screen TVs.

UPPLEVA wall bracket, fixed. Fits most flat screen TVs between 37–55”.

37-55”

403.306.02

$99

20

702.267.98

$49

It’s easy to keep the cables from your TV and other devices out of sight but close
at hand, as there are several cable outlets at the back of the TV bench.

MONTERA cable trunking. 6-pack.
White, 1.1 m

37–70”

501.732.39

$7.90
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Floor-standing frames

Floor-standing/wall-mounted frames

BESTÅ frame, W60×D20×H64 cm. 1 BESTÅ suspension rail is needed for wall
mounting. May be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4 pcs. Max load for the frame
is 20 kg per surface if placed on the floor. The max load for a wall-hung frame
depends on the wall material.

BESTÅ frame, W60×D40×H192 cm. For safety reasons this frame should not be
hung on the wall. May be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4 pcs. Max load for the
frame is 20 kg per surface.

White

402.459.20

$45

White

102.458.51

$60

Black-brown

002.459.60

$45

Black-brown

402.459.63

$60

White stained oak effect

102.474.16

$45

White stained oak effect

002.483.79

$60

Possible arrangements:

Possible arrangements:

BESTÅ frame, W60×D20×H38 cm. 1 BESTÅ suspension rail is needed for wall
mounting. May be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4 pcs. Max load for the frame
is 20 kg per surface if placed on the floor. The max load for a wall-hung frame
depends on the wall material.

BESTÅ frame, W60×D40×H38 cm. 1 BESTÅ suspension rail is needed for wall
mounting. May be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4 pcs. Max load for the frame
is 20 kg per surface if placed on the floor. The max load for a wall-hung frame
depends on the wall material.

BESTÅ frame, W60×D40×H128 cm.For safety reasons this frame should not be
hung on the wall. May be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4 pieces. Max load for
the frame is 20 kg per surface.

White

802.458.43

$90

White

202.458.41

$80

Black-brown

702.459.47

$90

Black-brown

102.459.45

$80

White stained oak effect

802.483.75

$90

White stained oak effect

402.948.59

$80

Possible arrangements:

Possible arrangements:

White

802.459.18

$35

White

502.458.49

$40

Black-brown

402.459.58

$35

Black-brown

802.459.61

$40

White stained oak effect

002.474.12

$35

White stained oak effect

202.483.78

$40

Possible arrangements:

Floor-standing/wall-mounted frames

BESTÅ frame, W120×D40×H38 cm. 2 BESTÅ suspension rails are needed for
wall mounting. May be completed with legs, 4 legs and 1 supporting leg. Max
load for the frame is 20 kg per surface if placed on the floor. The max load for
a wall-hung frame depends on the wall material.
White

302.458.45

$70

BESTÅ frame, W120×D40×H64 cm.
2 BESTÅ suspension rails are needed for wall mounting. May be completed
with legs, 4 legs and 1 supporting leg. Max load for the frame is 20 kg per
surface if placed on the floor. The max load for a wall-hung frame depends on
the wall material.

Black-brown

902.459.51

$70

White

902.458.47

$90

$70

Black-brown

302.459.54

$90

White stained oak effect

402.483.77

$90

Possible arrangements:

602.483.76

Possible arrangements:

How to mount a frame on the wall
You will need a suspension rail to mount BESTÅ
frames on a wall. The suspension rail works as
a reinforcement and makes it both easier and
safer to mount the BESTÅ frame to the wall. The
rail screws into the wall studs and has many
holes so there’s always a hole over a stud.

White stained oak effect

BESTÅ frame, W60×D40×H64 cm. 1 BESTÅ suspension rail is needed for wall
mounting. May be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4 pcs. Max load for the frame
is 20 kg per surface if placed on the floor. The max load for a wall-hung frame
depends on the wall material.

Possible arrangements:

You can easily hang several frames next to each
other and align them at exactly the same height
thanks to the included connector.
Ensure that you have a minimum of 5 cm
between the top of the frame and the ceiling.
This is needed to be able to mount the frame to
the suspension rail.

BESTÅ suspension rail, silver-colour. 60 cm wide frames require 1 BESTÅ
suspension rail. 120 cm wide frames require 2 BESTÅ suspension rails.
The suspension rail cannot be used with BESTÅ TV benches. Ensure that
you have a minimum of 5 cm between the top of the frame and the
ceiling. This is needed to be able to mount the frame to the suspension
rail. BESTÅ suspension rail is included in all wall-mounted combinations.
60 cm

102.848.47

$5

NOTE! The suspension rail cannot be used
with BESTÅ TV benches.
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Floor-standing frames

Floor-standing/wall-mounted frames

BESTÅ frame, W60×D20×H64 cm. 1 BESTÅ suspension rail is needed for wall
mounting. May be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4 pcs. Max load for the frame
is 20 kg per surface if placed on the floor. The max load for a wall-hung frame
depends on the wall material.

BESTÅ frame, W60×D40×H192 cm. For safety reasons this frame should not be
hung on the wall. May be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4 pcs. Max load for the
frame is 20 kg per surface.
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$60
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BESTÅ frame, W60×D20×H38 cm. 1 BESTÅ suspension rail is needed for wall
mounting. May be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4 pcs. Max load for the frame
is 20 kg per surface if placed on the floor. The max load for a wall-hung frame
depends on the wall material.

BESTÅ frame, W60×D40×H38 cm. 1 BESTÅ suspension rail is needed for wall
mounting. May be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4 pcs. Max load for the frame
is 20 kg per surface if placed on the floor. The max load for a wall-hung frame
depends on the wall material.

BESTÅ frame, W60×D40×H128 cm.For safety reasons this frame should not be
hung on the wall. May be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4 pieces. Max load for
the frame is 20 kg per surface.
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802.458.43

$90
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202.458.41

$80

Black-brown
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$90

Black-brown

102.459.45

$80

White stained oak effect
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$90

White stained oak effect

402.948.59

$80

Possible arrangements:

Possible arrangements:
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$35

White

502.458.49

$40

Black-brown

402.459.58

$35

Black-brown

802.459.61

$40

White stained oak effect

002.474.12

$35

White stained oak effect

202.483.78

$40

Possible arrangements:

Floor-standing/wall-mounted frames

BESTÅ frame, W120×D40×H38 cm. 2 BESTÅ suspension rails are needed for
wall mounting. May be completed with legs, 4 legs and 1 supporting leg. Max
load for the frame is 20 kg per surface if placed on the floor. The max load for
a wall-hung frame depends on the wall material.
White

302.458.45

$70

BESTÅ frame, W120×D40×H64 cm.
2 BESTÅ suspension rails are needed for wall mounting. May be completed
with legs, 4 legs and 1 supporting leg. Max load for the frame is 20 kg per
surface if placed on the floor. The max load for a wall-hung frame depends on
the wall material.

Black-brown

902.459.51

$70

White

902.458.47

$90

$70

Black-brown

302.459.54

$90

White stained oak effect

402.483.77

$90

Possible arrangements:

602.483.76

Possible arrangements:

How to mount a frame on the wall
You will need a suspension rail to mount BESTÅ
frames on a wall. The suspension rail works as
a reinforcement and makes it both easier and
safer to mount the BESTÅ frame to the wall. The
rail screws into the wall studs and has many
holes so there’s always a hole over a stud.

White stained oak effect

BESTÅ frame, W60×D40×H64 cm. 1 BESTÅ suspension rail is needed for wall
mounting. May be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4 pcs. Max load for the frame
is 20 kg per surface if placed on the floor. The max load for a wall-hung frame
depends on the wall material.

Possible arrangements:

You can easily hang several frames next to each
other and align them at exactly the same height
thanks to the included connector.
Ensure that you have a minimum of 5 cm
between the top of the frame and the ceiling.
This is needed to be able to mount the frame to
the suspension rail.

BESTÅ suspension rail, silver-colour. 60 cm wide frames require 1 BESTÅ
suspension rail. 120 cm wide frames require 2 BESTÅ suspension rails.
The suspension rail cannot be used with BESTÅ TV benches. Ensure that
you have a minimum of 5 cm between the top of the frame and the
ceiling. This is needed to be able to mount the frame to the suspension
rail. BESTÅ suspension rail is included in all wall-mounted combinations.
60 cm

102.848.47

$5

NOTE! The suspension rail cannot be used
with BESTÅ TV benches.
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1

2

3

Functional interiors

4
Drawer frames
Drawers come in two heights and the inside is
colour-coordinated with the outside. Choose
between push-open or soft-closing drawer
runners.

Put the inside to work for you. Shelves, drawers and drawer runners
help you to customise your BESTÅ combination perfectly according to
what you need to store - from the smallest collectibles or memorabilia
to larger games or toys.

BESTÅ drawer frame, W60×D40, H15 cm. To be completed with BESTÅ
drawer runners and BESTÅ drawer front (W60×H26 cm). Max load 10 kg.
White

903.513.57

$25

Black-brown

103.513.56

$25

White stained oak effect

703.513.58

$25

Shelves
Shelves come in two depths and three colours, so you
can colour coordinate them with your frames. We have
glass shelves, too. You can adjust the height of your
shelves to suit your needs.

BESTÅ drawer frame, W60×D40×H25 cm. To be completed with BESTÅ
drawer runners and BESTÅ drawer front (W60×H38 cm). Max load 10 kg.
White

303.513.60

$35

Black-brown

503.513.59

$35

White stained oak effect

103.513.61

$35

Drawer runners

BESTÅ shelf, W56×D16 cm. Fits BESTÅ frames, 20 cm deep. Max load
13 kg.
Glass

802.955.31

$5

White

303.526.80

$5

Black-brown

503.526.79

$5

White stained oak effect

103.526.81

$5

Push-open. The drawer runners have integrated
push openers, so you don’t need handles or knobs
and can open the door with just a light push.
2-pack

803.487.18

$10

Good to know

The push-open function requires a space
between the frame and the drawer front to
allow the drawer to be pushed to open. The
small gap is necessary to allow this function
and is not a product deviation.

Soft-closing. The drawer runners make the drawer
close silently and softly. To be completed with knobs
or handles.
BESTÅ shelf, W56×D36 cm. Fits BESTÅ frames and TV bench frames,
40 cm deep. Max load 20 kg.
Glass

402.955.33

$7.50

White

703.526.83

$7.50

Black-brown

903.526.82

$7.50

White stained oak effect

503.526.84

$7.50

24

2-pack

Good to know

203.487.16

$10

If you choose the soft closing function for
your BESTÅ, we recommend complementing
the fronts with knobs/handles to make the
drawers more convenient to open.

Don’t want handles or knobs? Then we
recommend you choose drawer runners
with a push-open function, which opens the
drawers with just a light push.

Prefer knobs or handles? Then we
recommend you choose the soft-closing
drawer runners. These work best with knobs
or handles and make the drawers close
slowly, silently and softly.
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and can open the door with just a light push.
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The push-open function requires a space
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allow the drawer to be pushed to open. The
small gap is necessary to allow this function
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close silently and softly. To be completed with knobs
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or handles and make the drawers close
slowly, silently and softly.
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1

2

3

Doors and drawers fronts
Find your style! There’s a wide selection of doors and drawer fronts to
choose from, whether the look you love is matte or high-gloss, wood
or colourful, bold or discreet. All can be complemented with your
choice of knobs or handles.

Mounting information

4
Doors and drawer fronts

LAPPVIKEN
Colour/design: white.
Material: particleboard and paper foil.

LAPPVIKEN
Colour/design: black-brown.
Material: particleboard and paper foil.

LAPPVIKEN white front has a sleek, simple design. It
gives your storage a light, modern look and offers
good quality at a low price.

LAPPVIKEN black-brown front has sleek, simple
design and a surface with the look of wood. It gives
your storage a natural, modern look and offers good
quality at a low price.

Door

60×64 cm

302.916.77

$15

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

702.916.75

$10

Door

60×64 cm

602.916.71

$15

Drawer front

60×26 cm

902.916.79

$7.50

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

202.916.68

$10

Drawer front

60×26 cm

202.916.73

$7.50

Door front: to be completed
with BESTÅ hinges, 1 pack, sold
separately.

Complement with
SINDVIK glass doors,
see page 32.

Door/drawer front: may be used
as a door or as a drawer front. To
be completed with BESTÅ hinges,
1 pack or with BESTÅ drawer frame
W60×D40×H25 cm and BESTÅ
drawer runner, sold separately.

Complement with
SINDVIK glass doors,
see page 32.

Drawer front: to be completed
with BESTÅ drawer front
W60×D40×H15 cm and BESTÅ
drawer runner, sold separately.

BESTÅ soft-closing/push-open hinge. You can choose to
use either the soft-closing or push-open function. With the
push-opener you don’t need knobs or handles and can open
the door with a light push. With the soft-closing function
your doors close silently and softly.
2-pack

602.612.59

$10

LAPPVIKEN
Colour/design: white stained oak effect.
Material: particleboard and paper foil.

NOTVIKEN
Colour/design: grey-green.
Material: particleboard and plastic foil.

LAPPVIKEN white stained oak effect front has sleek,
simple design and a surface with the look of oak. It
gives your storage a natural, modern look and offers
good quality at a low price.

NOTVIKEN grey-green front with a linen embossing
effect gives tactility and visual depth to the front. It
adds a colourful and modern look to your storage.
Complement with BODARP grey-green kitchen fronts.

Door

60×64 cm

202.954.64

$15

Door

60×64 cm

604.443.77

$20

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

702.954.66

$10

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

204.443.79

$15

Drawer front

60×26 cm

902.954.65

$7.50

Drawer front

60×26 cm

804.443.81

$10

Drawers frames and runners, see page 25

Good to know
If you choose the soft closing function for your BESTÅ, we
recommend complementing the fronts with knobs/handles to
make the doors more convenient to open.

26

Complement with
SINDVIK glass doors,
see page 32.

Complement with
SINDVIK glass doors,
see page 32.
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Doors and drawers fronts
Find your style! There’s a wide selection of doors and drawer fronts to
choose from, whether the look you love is matte or high-gloss, wood
or colourful, bold or discreet. All can be complemented with your
choice of knobs or handles.

Mounting information

4
Doors and drawer fronts

LAPPVIKEN
Colour/design: white.
Material: particleboard and paper foil.

LAPPVIKEN
Colour/design: black-brown.
Material: particleboard and paper foil.

LAPPVIKEN white front has a sleek, simple design. It
gives your storage a light, modern look and offers
good quality at a low price.

LAPPVIKEN black-brown front has sleek, simple
design and a surface with the look of wood. It gives
your storage a natural, modern look and offers good
quality at a low price.

Door

60×64 cm

302.916.77

$15

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

702.916.75

$10

Door

60×64 cm

602.916.71

$15

Drawer front

60×26 cm

902.916.79

$7.50

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

202.916.68

$10

Drawer front

60×26 cm

202.916.73

$7.50

Door front: to be completed
with BESTÅ hinges, 1 pack, sold
separately.

Complement with
SINDVIK glass doors,
see page 32.

Door/drawer front: may be used
as a door or as a drawer front. To
be completed with BESTÅ hinges,
1 pack or with BESTÅ drawer frame
W60×D40×H25 cm and BESTÅ
drawer runner, sold separately.

Complement with
SINDVIK glass doors,
see page 32.

Drawer front: to be completed
with BESTÅ drawer front
W60×D40×H15 cm and BESTÅ
drawer runner, sold separately.

BESTÅ soft-closing/push-open hinge. You can choose to
use either the soft-closing or push-open function. With the
push-opener you don’t need knobs or handles and can open
the door with a light push. With the soft-closing function
your doors close silently and softly.
2-pack

602.612.59

$10

LAPPVIKEN
Colour/design: white stained oak effect.
Material: particleboard and paper foil.

NOTVIKEN
Colour/design: grey-green.
Material: particleboard and plastic foil.

LAPPVIKEN white stained oak effect front has sleek,
simple design and a surface with the look of oak. It
gives your storage a natural, modern look and offers
good quality at a low price.

NOTVIKEN grey-green front with a linen embossing
effect gives tactility and visual depth to the front. It
adds a colourful and modern look to your storage.
Complement with BODARP grey-green kitchen fronts.

Door

60×64 cm

202.954.64

$15

Door

60×64 cm

604.443.77

$20

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

702.954.66

$10

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

204.443.79

$15

Drawer front

60×26 cm

902.954.65

$7.50

Drawer front

60×26 cm

804.443.81

$10

Drawers frames and runners, see page 25

Good to know
If you choose the soft closing function for your BESTÅ, we
recommend complementing the fronts with knobs/handles to
make the doors more convenient to open.

26

Complement with
SINDVIK glass doors,
see page 32.

Complement with
SINDVIK glass doors,
see page 32.
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Doors and drawer fronts

HANVIKEN
Colour/design: white.
Material: MDF and paper foil.

HANVIKEN
Colour/design: black-brown.
Material: MDF and paper foil.

SELSVIKEN
Colour/design: high-gloss dark red-brown.
Material: particleboard and foil.

SELSVIKEN
Colour/design: high-gloss black.
Material: particleboard and foil.

HANVIKEN white is a framed front that adds a
warm, natural feeling and a traditional touch to
your storage.

HANVIKEN black-brown is a framed door with
a subtle wood pattern. It adds a warm, natural
feeling and traditional touch to your storage.

SELSVIKEN dark red-brown front has a sleek, simple
design and a high-gloss surface that’s durable and
easy to clean. It adds vibrancy and a modern look to
your storage.

SELSVIKEN black front has a sleek, simple design with
a high-gloss surface that’s durable and easy to clean.
It adds an elegant and modern look to your storage.

Door

60×64 cm

202.918.47

$20

Door

60×64 cm

302.947.94

$20

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

802.918.49

$15

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

802.947.96

$15

Drawer front

60×26 cm

202.918.52

$10

Drawer front

60×26 cm

402.947.98

$10

Complement with
SINDVIK glass doors,
see page 32.

Door

60×64 cm

904.443.85

$40

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

504.443.87

$30

Drawer front

60×26 cm

104.443.89

$20

Complement with
SINDVIK glass doors,
see page 32.

Complement with
GLASSVIK glass doors,
see page 33.

SELSVIKEN
Colour/design: high-gloss white.
Material: particleboard and foil.

KALLVIKEN
Colour/design: dark grey/concrete effect.
Material: particleboard and high pressure melamine.

SELSVIKEN white front has a sleek, simple design
with a high-gloss surface that’s durable
and easy to clean. It adds a fresh and modern look to
your storage.

KALLVIKEN dark grey is front with a subtly textured,
concrete effect. It adds a modern, industrial look to
your storage.
Door

60×64 cm

903.645.24

$40

Door

60×64 cm

602.916.33

$40

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

504.259.92

$30

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

002.916.31

$30

Drawer front

60×26 cm

104.259.89

$20

Drawer front

60×26 cm

402.916.34

$20

Complement with
GLASSVIK glass doors,
see page 33.
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Door

60×64 cm

802.916.27

$40

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

202.916.25

$30

Drawer front

60×26 cm

602.916.28

$20

Complement with
GLASSVIK glass doors,
see page 33.

Complement with
GLASSVIK glass doors,
see page 33.
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Doors and drawer fronts

HANVIKEN
Colour/design: white.
Material: MDF and paper foil.

HANVIKEN
Colour/design: black-brown.
Material: MDF and paper foil.

SELSVIKEN
Colour/design: high-gloss dark red-brown.
Material: particleboard and foil.

SELSVIKEN
Colour/design: high-gloss black.
Material: particleboard and foil.

HANVIKEN white is a framed front that adds a
warm, natural feeling and a traditional touch to
your storage.

HANVIKEN black-brown is a framed door with
a subtle wood pattern. It adds a warm, natural
feeling and traditional touch to your storage.

SELSVIKEN dark red-brown front has a sleek, simple
design and a high-gloss surface that’s durable and
easy to clean. It adds vibrancy and a modern look to
your storage.

SELSVIKEN black front has a sleek, simple design with
a high-gloss surface that’s durable and easy to clean.
It adds an elegant and modern look to your storage.

Door

60×64 cm

202.918.47

$20

Door

60×64 cm

302.947.94

$20

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

802.918.49

$15

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

802.947.96

$15

Drawer front

60×26 cm

202.918.52

$10

Drawer front

60×26 cm

402.947.98

$10

Complement with
SINDVIK glass doors,
see page 32.

Door

60×64 cm

904.443.85

$40

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

504.443.87

$30

Drawer front

60×26 cm

104.443.89

$20

Complement with
SINDVIK glass doors,
see page 32.

Complement with
GLASSVIK glass doors,
see page 33.

SELSVIKEN
Colour/design: high-gloss white.
Material: particleboard and foil.

KALLVIKEN
Colour/design: dark grey/concrete effect.
Material: particleboard and high pressure melamine.

SELSVIKEN white front has a sleek, simple design
with a high-gloss surface that’s durable
and easy to clean. It adds a fresh and modern look to
your storage.

KALLVIKEN dark grey is front with a subtly textured,
concrete effect. It adds a modern, industrial look to
your storage.
Door

60×64 cm

903.645.24

$40

Door

60×64 cm

602.916.33

$40

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

504.259.92

$30

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

002.916.31

$30

Drawer front

60×26 cm

104.259.89

$20

Drawer front

60×26 cm

402.916.34

$20

Complement with
GLASSVIK glass doors,
see page 33.
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Door

60×64 cm

802.916.27

$40

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

202.916.25

$30

Drawer front

60×26 cm

602.916.28

$20

Complement with
GLASSVIK glass doors,
see page 33.

Complement with
GLASSVIK glass doors,
see page 33.
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Accent fronts

Doors and drawer fronts
New

New

SMEVIKEN
Colour/design: white.
Material: Particleboard and acrylic paint.

SUTTERVIKEN
Colour/design: white.
Material: particleboard and acrylic paint.

SMEVIKEN white is a framed front with attention
to details that add a high quality feel. It gives
a traditional touch to your storage and can be
complemented with BODBYN kitchen fronts.

SUTTERVIKEN white front has a classic design with its
subtle details that give a seaside cottage feel to your
home. It brings a traditional touch to your storage.

Accent doors are a great way to get a more personal
look by adding a contrast, a pattern or a splash of
colour. They´re designed to complement the look of
your BESTÅ, which means they come only in 1 size.

Door

60×64 cm

104.682.38

$40

Door

60×64 cm

904.682.44

$60

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

904.728.92

$30

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

404.728.80

$50

Drawer front

60×26 cm

504.728.94

$20

Drawer front

60×26 cm

004.728.82

$40

LAXVIKEN
Colour/design: white/ 3D effect.
Material: Particleboard, PET foil.

LAXVIKEN
Colour/design: black/ 3D effect.
Material: Particleboard, PET foil.

LAXVIKEN white front has 3-dimensional surface with waves effect that creates a
dynamic interplay between shadows and light. Use it to enhance other fronts to
give your storage an exciting and modern touch.

LAXVIKEN black door has 3-dimensional surface with waves effect that creates a
dynamic interplay between shadows and light. Use it to enhance other fronts to
give your storage an exciting and modern touch.

Door

60×64 cm

$50

Door

60×64 cm

Complement with
GLASSVIK glass doors,
see page 33.

New

SUTTERVIKEN
Colour/design: beige.
Material: particleboard and acrylic paint.

TIMMERVIKEN
Colour/design: black/wood effect.
Material: particleboard.

SUTTERVIKEN beige front has a classic design with
its subtle details that give a seaside cottage feel to
your home. It brings a warm traditional touch to your
storage.

TIMMERVIKEN black is a deeply embossed front that
adds a natural and rustic feel to your storage. The
design is timeless and the wood grain pattern steals
the show.

Door

60×64 cm

804.858.28

$40

Door

60×64 cm

804.443.95

$35

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

204.858.31

$30

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

404.443.97

$25

Drawer front

60×26 cm

604.858.34

$20

Drawer front

60×26 cm

004.443.99

$15

$50

Complement with
SINDVIK glass doors,
see page 32.

Complement with
GLASSVIK glass doors,
see page 33.

RIKSVIKEN
Colour/design: light bronze effect.
Material: particleboard, PET foil.

STOCKVIKEN
Colour/design: Anthracite.
Material: MDF and recycled PET foil.

RIKSVIKEN accent front in a striking light bronze colour with a metallic finish
adds a lot of attitude and a highly personal touch to your storage.

STOCKVIKEN accent slatted front adds an expressive look and handmade feel to
your storage. The foil finish is made of recycled PET bottles.

Door

Complement with
SINDVIK glass doors,
see page 32.

802.992.61

Complement with
SINDVIK glass doors,
see page 32.

Complement with
OSTVIK glass doors,
see page 32.
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702.916.99

60×64 cm

404.443.83

$60

Complement with
GLASSVIK glass doors,
see page 33.

Door

60×64 cm

304.443.93

$50

Complement with
GLASSVIK glass doors,
see page 33.
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Accent fronts

Doors and drawer fronts
New

New

SMEVIKEN
Colour/design: white.
Material: Particleboard and acrylic paint.

SUTTERVIKEN
Colour/design: white.
Material: particleboard and acrylic paint.

SMEVIKEN white is a framed front with attention
to details that add a high quality feel. It gives
a traditional touch to your storage and can be
complemented with BODBYN kitchen fronts.

SUTTERVIKEN white front has a classic design with its
subtle details that give a seaside cottage feel to your
home. It brings a traditional touch to your storage.

Accent doors are a great way to get a more personal
look by adding a contrast, a pattern or a splash of
colour. They´re designed to complement the look of
your BESTÅ, which means they come only in 1 size.

Door

60×64 cm

104.682.38

$40

Door

60×64 cm

904.682.44

$60

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

904.728.92

$30

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

404.728.80

$50

Drawer front

60×26 cm

504.728.94

$20

Drawer front

60×26 cm

004.728.82

$40

LAXVIKEN
Colour/design: white/ 3D effect.
Material: Particleboard, PET foil.

LAXVIKEN
Colour/design: black/ 3D effect.
Material: Particleboard, PET foil.

LAXVIKEN white front has 3-dimensional surface with waves effect that creates a
dynamic interplay between shadows and light. Use it to enhance other fronts to
give your storage an exciting and modern touch.

LAXVIKEN black door has 3-dimensional surface with waves effect that creates a
dynamic interplay between shadows and light. Use it to enhance other fronts to
give your storage an exciting and modern touch.

Door

60×64 cm

$50

Door

60×64 cm

Complement with
GLASSVIK glass doors,
see page 33.

New

SUTTERVIKEN
Colour/design: beige.
Material: particleboard and acrylic paint.

TIMMERVIKEN
Colour/design: black/wood effect.
Material: particleboard.

SUTTERVIKEN beige front has a classic design with
its subtle details that give a seaside cottage feel to
your home. It brings a warm traditional touch to your
storage.

TIMMERVIKEN black is a deeply embossed front that
adds a natural and rustic feel to your storage. The
design is timeless and the wood grain pattern steals
the show.

Door

60×64 cm

804.858.28

$40

Door

60×64 cm

804.443.95

$35

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

204.858.31

$30

Door/drawer front

60×38 cm

404.443.97

$25

Drawer front

60×26 cm

604.858.34

$20

Drawer front

60×26 cm

004.443.99

$15

$50

Complement with
SINDVIK glass doors,
see page 32.

Complement with
GLASSVIK glass doors,
see page 33.

RIKSVIKEN
Colour/design: light bronze effect.
Material: particleboard, PET foil.

STOCKVIKEN
Colour/design: Anthracite.
Material: MDF and recycled PET foil.

RIKSVIKEN accent front in a striking light bronze colour with a metallic finish
adds a lot of attitude and a highly personal touch to your storage.

STOCKVIKEN accent slatted front adds an expressive look and handmade feel to
your storage. The foil finish is made of recycled PET bottles.

Door

Complement with
SINDVIK glass doors,
see page 32.

802.992.61

Complement with
SINDVIK glass doors,
see page 32.

Complement with
OSTVIK glass doors,
see page 32.

30

702.916.99

60×64 cm

404.443.83

$60

Complement with
GLASSVIK glass doors,
see page 33.

Door

60×64 cm

304.443.93

$50

Complement with
GLASSVIK glass doors,
see page 33.
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Glass fronts
Mounting information
Door front: to be completed with BESTÅ hinges,
1 pack, sold separately.

Door front: to be completed with BESTÅ
hinges, 1 pack, sold separately.

BESTÅ soft-closing/push-open hinge.
You can choose to use either the soft-closing or push-open function.
With the push-opener you don’t need knobs or handles and can open the
door with a light push. With the soft-closing function your doors close
silently and softly.
2-pack

602.612.59

$10

Good to know
Tempered glass should be handled with care. A damaged edge
or scratched surface can cause the glass to suddenly crack and/or
break. Avoid collisions from the side - this is where the glass is most
vulnerable.

GLASSVIK
Colour/design: white/frosted glass.
Material: tempered glass and aluminium.

GLASSVIK
Colour/design: dark red-brown/clear glass.
Material: tempered glass and aluminium.

GLASSVIK white with frosted glass front blends perfectly with our high gloss and
accent fronts. It creates clean lines and modern look to your storage. Frosted
glass hides the things you store and helps creating a tidy look, yet still allows
you to control your electronic equipment behind the closed doors. Handle is
included.

GLASSVIK dark red-brown with clear glass fronts creates a perfect match with
our SELSVIKEN dark red-brown high gloss front. Its clean lines and modern
design makes a deserved frame for your finest items. Handle included.

Glass door
Glass door

60×64 cm
60×38 cm

102.916.64
502.916.57

$45
$35

Glass door
Glass door

60×64 cm
60×38 cm

104.443.51
504.443.49

$45
$35

New

OSTVIK
Colour/design: white/clear glass.
Material: painted finish and tempered glass.

SINDVIK
Colour/design: white/clear glass.
Material: MDF, paper foil and tempered glass.

GLASSVIK
Colour/design: black/smoked glass.
Material: tempered glass and aluminium.

GLASSVIK
Colour/design: white/clear glass.
Material: tempered glass and aluminium.

OSTVIK white with clear glass front blends perfectly with our SMEVIKEN white
front. Its attention to details gives a high quality feel and adds a traditional
touch to your storage.

SINDVIK white with clear glass front blends perfectly with our BESTÅ white
frame. Its clean lines and simple design enhances the beauty of your finest
items. It matches both traditional and modern fronts.

GLASSVIK black with smoked glass fronts blends perfectly with our high gloss
and accent fronts. It creates clean lines and modern look to your storage.
Handle included.

GLASSVIK white with clear glass front blends perfectly with our high gloss and
accent fronts. Its clean lines and modern design makes a deserved frame for
your finest items. Handle included.

Glass door
Glass door

Glass door
Glass door

Glass door
Glass door

Glass door
Glass door

60×64 cm
60×38 cm

304.728.52
904.728.54

$65
$55

60×64 cm
60×38 cm

702.918.59
502.918.55

$30
$20

SINDVIK
Colour/design: black-brown/clear glass.
Material: MDF, paper foil and tempered glass.

SINDVIK
Colour/design: white stained oak effect/clear glass.
Material: MDF, paper foil and tempered glass.

SINDVIK black-brown with clear glass front blends perfectly with our BESTÅ
black-brown frame. Its clean lines and simple design enhances the beauty of
your finest items. It matches both traditional and modern fronts.

SINDVIK white stained oak effect with clear glass front blends perfectly with our
BESTÅ white stained oak effect frame. Its clean lines and simple design enhances
the beauty of your finest items. It matches both traditional and modern fronts.

Glass door
Glass door

Glass door

60×64 cm

902.963.18

$30

Glass door

60×38 cm

302.963.16

$20

32

60×64 cm
60×38 cm

802.963.14
202.963.12

$30
$20

60×64 cm
60×38 cm

702.916.61
402.916.53

$45
$35

60×64 cm
60×38 cm

302.916.63
902.916.55

$45
$35
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Glass fronts
Mounting information
Door front: to be completed with BESTÅ hinges,
1 pack, sold separately.

Door front: to be completed with BESTÅ
hinges, 1 pack, sold separately.

BESTÅ soft-closing/push-open hinge.
You can choose to use either the soft-closing or push-open function.
With the push-opener you don’t need knobs or handles and can open the
door with a light push. With the soft-closing function your doors close
silently and softly.
2-pack

602.612.59

$10

Good to know
Tempered glass should be handled with care. A damaged edge
or scratched surface can cause the glass to suddenly crack and/or
break. Avoid collisions from the side - this is where the glass is most
vulnerable.

GLASSVIK
Colour/design: white/frosted glass.
Material: tempered glass and aluminium.

GLASSVIK
Colour/design: dark red-brown/clear glass.
Material: tempered glass and aluminium.

GLASSVIK white with frosted glass front blends perfectly with our high gloss and
accent fronts. It creates clean lines and modern look to your storage. Frosted
glass hides the things you store and helps creating a tidy look, yet still allows
you to control your electronic equipment behind the closed doors. Handle is
included.

GLASSVIK dark red-brown with clear glass fronts creates a perfect match with
our SELSVIKEN dark red-brown high gloss front. Its clean lines and modern
design makes a deserved frame for your finest items. Handle included.

Glass door
Glass door

60×64 cm
60×38 cm

102.916.64
502.916.57

$45
$35

Glass door
Glass door

60×64 cm
60×38 cm

104.443.51
504.443.49

$45
$35

New

OSTVIK
Colour/design: white/clear glass.
Material: painted finish and tempered glass.

SINDVIK
Colour/design: white/clear glass.
Material: MDF, paper foil and tempered glass.

GLASSVIK
Colour/design: black/smoked glass.
Material: tempered glass and aluminium.

GLASSVIK
Colour/design: white/clear glass.
Material: tempered glass and aluminium.

OSTVIK white with clear glass front blends perfectly with our SMEVIKEN white
front. Its attention to details gives a high quality feel and adds a traditional
touch to your storage.

SINDVIK white with clear glass front blends perfectly with our BESTÅ white
frame. Its clean lines and simple design enhances the beauty of your finest
items. It matches both traditional and modern fronts.

GLASSVIK black with smoked glass fronts blends perfectly with our high gloss
and accent fronts. It creates clean lines and modern look to your storage.
Handle included.

GLASSVIK white with clear glass front blends perfectly with our high gloss and
accent fronts. Its clean lines and modern design makes a deserved frame for
your finest items. Handle included.

Glass door
Glass door

Glass door
Glass door

Glass door
Glass door

Glass door
Glass door

60×64 cm
60×38 cm

304.728.52
904.728.54

$65
$55

60×64 cm
60×38 cm

702.918.59
502.918.55

$30
$20

SINDVIK
Colour/design: black-brown/clear glass.
Material: MDF, paper foil and tempered glass.

SINDVIK
Colour/design: white stained oak effect/clear glass.
Material: MDF, paper foil and tempered glass.

SINDVIK black-brown with clear glass front blends perfectly with our BESTÅ
black-brown frame. Its clean lines and simple design enhances the beauty of
your finest items. It matches both traditional and modern fronts.

SINDVIK white stained oak effect with clear glass front blends perfectly with our
BESTÅ white stained oak effect frame. Its clean lines and simple design enhances
the beauty of your finest items. It matches both traditional and modern fronts.

Glass door
Glass door

Glass door

60×64 cm

902.963.18

$30

Glass door

60×38 cm

302.963.16

$20
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60×64 cm
60×38 cm

802.963.14
202.963.12

$30
$20

60×64 cm
60×38 cm

702.916.61
402.916.53

$45
$35

60×64 cm
60×38 cm

302.916.63
902.916.55

$45
$35
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1

2

3

4

Personalise your combination

Knobs and handles

ENERYDA knob, black.

Knobs and handles are like icing on the cake. They can enhance the
style of your BESTÅ combination or create a completely different look
or unexpected expression. Play around with different alternatives to
see what you like the most.

ENERYDA knob, brass-colour.

ENERYDA knob, chrome-plated.

Ø20 mm

003.475.29

$4.90/2pcs

Ø20 mm

403.475.32

$4.90/2pcs

Ø20 mm

303.475.37

Ø27 mm

803.475.30

$5.90/2pcs

Ø27 mm

203.475.33

$5.90/2pcs

Ø27 mm

703.475.35

$5.90/2pcs

Ø35 mm

603.475.31

$6.90/2pcs

Ø35 mm

003.475.34

$6.90/2pcs

Ø35 mm

503.475.36

$6.90/2pcs

$4.90/2pcs

Good to know
If you choose to use knobs or handles for your BESTÅ combination,
we recommend complementing the doors/drawers fronts with soft
closing hinges/ drawer runners for added convenience.

ENERYDA cup handle, black.
L89 mm

103.475.24

ENERYDA cup handle, brass-colour.
$8.90/2pcs

ENERYDA handle, black.
L112 mm

303.475.23

402.700.66

603.475.26

ENERYDA cup handle, chrome-plated.
$8.90/2pcs

ENERYDA handle, brass-colour.
$9.90/2pcs

HISHULT handle, porcelain white.
L140 mm

L89 mm

L112 mm

803.475.25

L89 mm

203.475.28

$8.90/2pcs

ENERYDA handle, chrome-plated.
$9.90/2pcs

L112 mm

403.475.27

$9.90/2pcs

MÖLLARP handle, black.
$8.90/2pcs

HISHULT knob, porcelain white.

L106 mm

002.700.68

$6.90/2pcs

MÖLLARP knob, black.

Ø23 mm

002.731.42

$3.90/2pcs

Ø30 mm

202.700.67

$4.90/2pcs

Ø14 mm

902.730.91

$2.90/2pcs

LAPPVIKEN white/BILLSBRO handle, white,
L120 mm.

BAGGANÄS knob, black.
Ø13 mm
Ø20 mm
Ø21 mm

SELSVIKEN white high gloss/ÖSTERNÄS handle, tanned leather, L65mm.
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HANVIKEN black-brown/ENERYDA, Ø27mm.

403.384.29
203.384.30
003.384.31

BAGGANÄS knob, brass-colour.
$4.90/2pcs
$4.90/2pcs
$4.90/2pcs

BAGGANÄS handle, black.
L143 mm
L335 mm

703.384.23
503.384.24

Ø13 mm
Ø20 mm
Ø21 mm

103.384.35
903.384.36
703.384.37

BAGGANÄS knob, stainless steel.
$4.90/2pcs
$4.90/2pcs
$4.90/2pcs

BAGGANÄS handle, brass-colour.
$6.90/2pcs
$12.90/2pcs

L143 mm
L335 mm

803.384.27
603.384.28

Ø13 mm
Ø20 mm
Ø21 mm

803.384.32
603.384.33
403.384.34

$4.90/2pcs
$4.90/2pcs
$4.90/2pcs

BAGGANÄS handle, stainless steel.
$6.90/2pcs
$12.90/2pcs

L143 mm
L335 mm

203.384.25
003.384.26

$6.90/2pcs
$12.90/2pcs
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Personalise your combination

Knobs and handles

ENERYDA knob, black.

Knobs and handles are like icing on the cake. They can enhance the
style of your BESTÅ combination or create a completely different look
or unexpected expression. Play around with different alternatives to
see what you like the most.

ENERYDA knob, brass-colour.

ENERYDA knob, chrome-plated.

Ø20 mm

003.475.29

$4.90/2pcs

Ø20 mm

403.475.32

$4.90/2pcs

Ø20 mm

303.475.37

Ø27 mm

803.475.30

$5.90/2pcs

Ø27 mm

203.475.33

$5.90/2pcs

Ø27 mm

703.475.35

$5.90/2pcs

Ø35 mm

603.475.31

$6.90/2pcs

Ø35 mm

003.475.34

$6.90/2pcs

Ø35 mm

503.475.36

$6.90/2pcs

$4.90/2pcs

Good to know
If you choose to use knobs or handles for your BESTÅ combination,
we recommend complementing the doors/drawers fronts with soft
closing hinges/ drawer runners for added convenience.

ENERYDA cup handle, black.
L89 mm

103.475.24

ENERYDA cup handle, brass-colour.
$8.90/2pcs

ENERYDA handle, black.
L112 mm

303.475.23

402.700.66

603.475.26

ENERYDA cup handle, chrome-plated.
$8.90/2pcs

ENERYDA handle, brass-colour.
$9.90/2pcs

HISHULT handle, porcelain white.
L140 mm

L89 mm

L112 mm

803.475.25

L89 mm

203.475.28

$8.90/2pcs

ENERYDA handle, chrome-plated.
$9.90/2pcs

L112 mm

403.475.27

$9.90/2pcs

MÖLLARP handle, black.
$8.90/2pcs

HISHULT knob, porcelain white.

L106 mm

002.700.68

$6.90/2pcs

MÖLLARP knob, black.

Ø23 mm

002.731.42

$3.90/2pcs

Ø30 mm

202.700.67

$4.90/2pcs

Ø14 mm

902.730.91

$2.90/2pcs

LAPPVIKEN white/BILLSBRO handle, white,
L120 mm.

BAGGANÄS knob, black.
Ø13 mm
Ø20 mm
Ø21 mm

SELSVIKEN white high gloss/ÖSTERNÄS handle, tanned leather, L65mm.
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How to plan your BESTÅ combination – personalise with top panels

Knobs and handles

Top panels
To change the style of your BESTÅ solution takes as
little as swapping to a new top panel whenever you feel
like. Top panels not only give it another look but protect
the top of your TV bench or storage solution.
HEDRA knob, anthracite.

BJÄRRED handle, stainless steel black leather.

EDVALLA drop handle.

L175 mm

Black
18 mm

403.478.91

$8.90/2pcs

Brass-colour
18 mm

803.478.89

$8.90/2pcs

903.489.30

$21.90/2pcs

BILLSBRO handle,
40 mm
120 mm
320 mm

403.343.13
703.343.02
803.343.11

$3.90/2pcs
$7.90/2pcs
$9.90/2pcs

Ø32 mm

201.765.45

BILLSBRO handle, stainless steel colour.

HACKÅS handle, anthracite.

40 mm
120 mm
320 mm

L100 mm
L300 mm

303.236.16
903.236.18
703.236.19

$3.90/2pcs
$7.90/2pcs
$9.90/2pcs

903.424.81
703.424.82

$4.90/2pcs

$7.90/2pcs
$12.90/2pcs
BESTÅ top panel.

HACKÅS knob, anthracite.
Ø15 mm

503.424.83

$4.90/2pcs

Concrete effect/light grey
120×42 cm

404.444.01

$50

180×42 cm

004.444.03

$65

120×42 cm

804.729.20

$60

180×42 cm

404.729.22

$75

Oak veneer

GUBBARP handle, white.
L116 mm

603.364.34

Top panel with concrete effect protects the top of your TV bench or
storage solution and give it another look.

KALLRÖR handle, stainless steel.
$0.90/2pcs

L213 mm

003.570.28

$7.90/2pcs

GUBBARP knob, white.
Ø21 mm

303.364.35

$0.90/2pcs

ORRNÄS handle, stainless steel colour.

ÖSTERNÄS handle, tanned leather.

L170 mm
L234 mm
L300 mm

L153 mm
L65 mm

502.361.52
602.254.12
002.254.10

$12.90/2pcs
$15.90/2pcs
$17.90/2pcs

303.489.28
303.489.33

$19.90/2pcs
$15.90/2pcs

ORRNÄS knob, stainless steel colour.
Ø17 mm

36

102.361.54

$4.90/2pcs
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How to plan your BESTÅ combination – personalise with legs

Legs
Small details can take your storage to a higher level. BESTÅ legs raise
your combination from the floor, giving it a light, airy look and making
it easier to clean the floor underneath.

KABBARP leg. H10 cm, adjustable, 2-pack. 60 cm wide frames require
4 legs. 120 cm wide frames and TV benches require 4 legs and one BESTÅ
supporting leg. 180 cm wide TV benches require 4 legs and 2 BESTÅ
supporting legs. You can use the included connection plate to connect
two frames with only one leg, giving a cleaner, less cluttered look.
White

504.729.31

$10

STUBBARP leg, H10 cm, adjustable, 2-pack. 60 cm wide frames require
4 legs. 120 cm wide frames and TV benches require 4 legs and one BESTÅ
supporting leg. 180 cm wide TV benches require 4 legs and 2 BESTÅ
supporting legs. You can use the included connection plate to connect
two frames with only one leg, giving a cleaner, less cluttered look.
White

903.527.95

$10

Black-brown

203.527.94

$10

White stained oak effect

703.527.96

$10

NANNARP leg, H10 cm. 2-pack. 60 cm wide frames require 4 legs. 120 cm
wide frames and TV benches require 4 legs and one BESTÅ supporting
leg. 180 cm wide TV benches require 4 legs and 2 BESTÅ supporting legs.
Aluminium

302.935.96

$25

White

802.935.94

$25

Black

002.935.93

$25

STALLARP leg, H10 cm, 2-pack, 120 cm wide frames and TV benches
require 4 legs and one BESTÅ supporting leg. 180 cm wide TV benches
require 4 legs and 2 BESTÅ supporting legs.
Chrome-plated

903.905.75

$15

BESTÅ supporting leg, H10-11 cm, adjustable, 1 pc. The supporting leg
gives stability to the BESTÅ combination without being visible from the
front. The supporting leg is included in all BESTÅ combinations, when
needed.
Grey

202.936.05

$5

Good to know
120 cm wide frames and TV benches need 4 legs and 1 BESTÅ
supporting leg. 180 cm wide TV benches need 4 legs and 2 BESTÅ
supporting legs.

38

With your choice of legs, you can
enhance your BESTÅ combination so it
matches your taste and style of furniture
in the room.
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With your choice of legs, you can
enhance your BESTÅ combination so it
matches your taste and style of furniture
in the room.
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Lighting

Inside the cabinet

Lighting

There are two possibilities, according to your needs. You can choose
VAXMYRA spotlights or NORRFLY LED lighting strip 55 cm.

Conventional or connected IKEA smart lighting?
Good lighting makes life easier and helps you set the
right mood. The options here are made for BESTÅ. They
let you light up your favourite pictures and collections,
and enjoy the cosy reflected light. And of course lighting
makes finding things easier, on shelves or even inside
cabinets. The TRÅDFRI LED driver makes VAXMYRA,
NORRFLY, LINDSHULT and URSHULT smart and gives

them the ability to be wirelessly dimmed with the
TRÅDFRI remote control and to be connected to the
TRÅDFRI gateway. When connected to the gateway, you
can control your lighting via the IKEA Home smart app
through your phone or your virtual assistant like Apple
HomeKit, Amazon Alexa or Google Home.

VAXMYRA LED spotlight 2 pcs, Ø6.8cm. The VAXMYRA spotlights brighten
up the inside of your cabinet. Easy to install on glass or metal because of
the included adhesive tape or integrate them into wooden shelves. LED
driver is sold separately. For more information about the drivers, see next
page. Dimmable with TRÅDFRI remote control and TRÅDFRI gateway, sold
separately.
Aluminium-colour

304.218.86

$16.90

Black

004.218.78

$16.90

White

104.218.68

$16.90

NORRFLY LED lighting strip. Aluminium-colour. NORRFLY has a motion
sensor, so that the light turns on and off automatically as you open and
close a cabinet. LED driver is sold separately. For more information about the
drivers, see next page. Dimmable with TRÅDFRI remote control and TRÅDFRI
gateway, sold separately.
55 cm

403.322.53

$29.90

On top of the cabinet
You can choose between URSHULT and LINDSHULT cabinet lighting,
that will provide a nice mood light and make it easier to find your
things.

URSHULT LED cabinet lighting. Provides a focused light that is good for
lighting smaller areas. LED driver is sold separately. For more information
about the drivers, see next page. Dimmable with TRÅDFRI remote control and
TRÅDFRI gateway, sold separately.
Nickel-plated

302.604.02

$29.90

LINDSHULT LED cabinet lighting. Provides a focused light that is good for
lighting smaller areas. LED driver is sold separately. For more information
about the drivers, see next page. Dimmable with TRÅDFRI remote control and
TRÅDFRI gateway, sold separately.
Nickel-plated

40

102.604.36

$29.90
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Lighting

Sound

For drawers
The best solution is STÖTTA LED lighting strip (32 or
52 cm). It will nicely illuminate the things you have inside
and it is battery operated.

SYMFONISK WiFi speakers
Sound is a mood booster and brings people
together, just like light. And both sound and light
are outstanding when it comes to creating the right
atmosphere. These speakers are a collaboration
between IKEA and Sonos, so it easily integrates with
other products from Sonos. If you want stereo sound,

STÖTTA LED lighting strip, battery-operated, white. The
light switches on and off automatically when you open or
close the drawer, so no energy is wasted. Batteries are sold
separately; 4 pcs AA required. IKEA recommends LADDA
rechargeable batteries.
32 cm

503.600.85

$12.90

52 cm

903.600.88

$19.90

you can buy two identical speakers. You can also use
two identical speakers as rear speakers for a Sonos
home theatre system.

LADDA rechargeable batteries HR6 AA 1.2V, 4-pieces.
Battery capacity: 2450 mAh. You can recharge these
batteries approx. 500 times.
$15.90

703.038.76

SYMFONISK lamp with WiFi speaker. Speaker and lamp
in one, so that your technology blends into your home.
Also helps you save space, for example on a bedside table
or side table, while providing a vibrant sound that fills the
entire room.

Choose your driver

ANSLUTA LED driver with cord, 19W, white.
19W

804.058.41

$12

TRÅDFRI LED driver for wireless control, 10W
or 30W, grey. These drivers make your lighting
products smart and give the possibility to wirelessly
dim them. You can connect up to 10 TRÅDFRI LED
drivers in one installation.
10W

503.561.87

$19.90

30W

603.426.56

$39.90

White

704.351.60

$299

Black

503.575.92

$299

FÖRNIMMA power supply cord.
3.5 m

503.946.98

$7.90

SYMFONISK WiFi Bookshelf speaker. Place the speaker
horizontally or vertically, or mount it on the wall to use as a
practical shelf. Also helps you to use your space optimally,
while providing a strong sound that fills the entire room.
White

604.352.07

$179

Black

803.575.57

$179

For a connected smart solution you can add

TRÅDFRI gateway. With TRÅDFRI gateway and IKEA
Home smart app you can control each light source
individually, create different types of lighting settings
– and control them by remote control or the app.
403.378.06

42

$49.90

TRÅDFRI remote control. With TRÅDFRI remote
control you can dim your lighting without a wiredin installation. Battery is included and lasts approx.
2 years.
004.431.25

$19.90

SYMFONISK sound remote. With this sound remote, you
control SYMFONISK speaker and other Sonos speakers
from the entire home. You need the TRÅDFRI gateway and
IKEA Home smart app for the sound remote to work, sold
separately.
White

403.704.81

$16.90

Black

704.337.88

$16.90
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Boxes and dividers

Solutions for shelves

KUGGIS box with lid, white.

Boxes and dividers

26×35×8 cm
26×35×15 cm
37×54×21 cm

202.823.05
902.802.04
402.802.06

KUGGIS insert with 8 compartments.
$9.90
$12.90
$24.90

White

802.802.09 $15

TJENA storage box with lid,
25×35×10 cm.
White

503.954.24

TJENA storage box with lid,
25×35×20 cm.
$3.90

White
Black

203.954.25
903.954.79

$4.90
$4.90

New
Adding organisation and style on the inside
Organising the inside of your storage with boxes and
dividers keeps things tidy and makes it easy to find
what you’ve stored. BESTÅ boxes are great for anything
from remote controls and DVDs, to toys or hobby
items. Their cut-out handles make them very easy to
lift out. KUGGIS and TJENA boxes come with lids and
help you store everything from pens, papers, desk

TJENA magazine file, 2-p.

TJENA storage box with lid,
18×25×15 cm.
White

303.954.20

$1.90

White
Black

903.954.17
703.954.75

GNABBAS basket, 32×35×32 cm

BULLIG box, bamboo/brown.
$4.90
$4.90

32×35×33 cm
25×32×25 cm

104.745.93
504.745.91

$24.90
$19.90

404.003.17

$14.90

accessories and gaming equipment to USB sticks and
cables. KUGGIS has an insert which you can put inside
the biggest KUGGIS box or just use on its own. The
sizes in KUGGIS are designed to stack on top of each
other, so you can easily combine different sizes for
different needs. And it’s the same for TJENA boxes, too!
KNIPSA basket, 32×33×32 cm.
Seagrass

901.732.99

$29.90

RAGGISAR tray, dark grey.

BESTÅ box, 25×31×15 cm.

20×30 cm
40×30 cm

Grey
Yellow

103.480.24 $6.90
803.480.25 $14.90

BESTÅ box, 32×51×21 cm.

103.075.56 $15
903.098.44 $15

Grey

903.075.57

New
BRANÄS basket, 32×34×32 cm.
Rattan

801.731.53

$19.90

RABBLA box with lid.
25×35×20

003.481.28

New

TÄTING basket, 35×25×25 cm.

DRÖNA box, 33×38×33 cm.

Banana leaves/
natural

Black
White
Dark grey

404.746.00

$25

$19.90

102.192.82
702.628.28
204.439.78

DRÖNA box, 25×35×25 cm.
$4.90
$4.90
$4.90

Black
White

804.670.61
904.670.70

$3.90
$3.90

RABBLA box with compartments.
$24.90

25×35×10

803.481.29

$19.90

Solutions for drawers

BESTÅ box, 25×31×15 cm.

KUGGIS box with lid, white.
18×26×8 cm

302.802.02

$4.90

BESTÅ box, 32×51×21 cm.
Grey

44

903.075.57

BESTÅ drawer divider.
$15

Grey

103.075.56

Yellow

903.098.44 $15

BESTÅ drawer mat, 32×51 cm.
$25

Grey

303.075.55

Grey

603.075.54

SKUBB box, set of 6.
$9.90

Dark grey

004.729.57

$7.90

KOMPLEMENT box, 25×27×12 cm, 2-p.
$5

Light grey

004.057.79

$20

45

Boxes and dividers

Solutions for shelves

KUGGIS box with lid, white.

Boxes and dividers

26×35×8 cm
26×35×15 cm
37×54×21 cm

202.823.05
902.802.04
402.802.06

KUGGIS insert with 8 compartments.
$9.90
$12.90
$24.90

White

802.802.09 $15

TJENA storage box with lid,
25×35×10 cm.
White

503.954.24

TJENA storage box with lid,
25×35×20 cm.
$3.90

White
Black

203.954.25
903.954.79

$4.90
$4.90

New
Adding organisation and style on the inside
Organising the inside of your storage with boxes and
dividers keeps things tidy and makes it easy to find
what you’ve stored. BESTÅ boxes are great for anything
from remote controls and DVDs, to toys or hobby
items. Their cut-out handles make them very easy to
lift out. KUGGIS and TJENA boxes come with lids and
help you store everything from pens, papers, desk

TJENA magazine file, 2-p.

TJENA storage box with lid,
18×25×15 cm.
White

303.954.20

$1.90

White
Black

903.954.17
703.954.75

GNABBAS basket, 32×35×32 cm

BULLIG box, bamboo/brown.
$4.90
$4.90

32×35×33 cm
25×32×25 cm

104.745.93
504.745.91

$24.90
$19.90

404.003.17

$14.90

accessories and gaming equipment to USB sticks and
cables. KUGGIS has an insert which you can put inside
the biggest KUGGIS box or just use on its own. The
sizes in KUGGIS are designed to stack on top of each
other, so you can easily combine different sizes for
different needs. And it’s the same for TJENA boxes, too!
KNIPSA basket, 32×33×32 cm.
Seagrass

901.732.99

$29.90

RAGGISAR tray, dark grey.

BESTÅ box, 25×31×15 cm.

20×30 cm
40×30 cm

Grey
Yellow

103.480.24 $6.90
803.480.25 $14.90

BESTÅ box, 32×51×21 cm.

103.075.56 $15
903.098.44 $15

Grey

903.075.57

New
BRANÄS basket, 32×34×32 cm.
Rattan

801.731.53

$19.90

RABBLA box with lid.
25×35×20

003.481.28

New

TÄTING basket, 35×25×25 cm.

DRÖNA box, 33×38×33 cm.

Banana leaves/
natural

Black
White
Dark grey

404.746.00

$25

$19.90

102.192.82
702.628.28
204.439.78

DRÖNA box, 25×35×25 cm.
$4.90
$4.90
$4.90

Black
White

804.670.61
904.670.70

$3.90
$3.90

RABBLA box with compartments.
$24.90

25×35×10

803.481.29

$19.90

Solutions for drawers

BESTÅ box, 25×31×15 cm.

KUGGIS box with lid, white.
18×26×8 cm

302.802.02

$4.90

BESTÅ box, 32×51×21 cm.
Grey

44

903.075.57

BESTÅ drawer divider.
$15

Grey

103.075.56

Yellow

903.098.44 $15

BESTÅ drawer mat, 32×51 cm.
$25

Grey

303.075.55

Grey

603.075.54

SKUBB box, set of 6.
$9.90

Dark grey

004.729.57

$7.90

KOMPLEMENT box, 25×27×12 cm, 2-p.
$5

Light grey

004.057.79

$20
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Information

Services

You can do it all yourself
but you don’t have to

Personalise your BESTÅ
with the planning tool
By using the BESTÅ storage planner, you can
customise one of the pre-designed BESTÅ
combinations or create one that is all your own!

Sometimes a little help is all you need to turn a
dream into reality. Which is why we offer a wide
range of services to help you along the way.
Maybe you just need a little help, or perhaps
someone to do the whole job for you. Either way
we’re here to help, and are happy to put together
a service package that’s just right for you. Of
course, the more you do yourself, the lower the
price will be. And the more you ask us to do for
you, the more you can sit back and relax.

The planner allows you to play around with frames,
doors, shelves, knobs, colours etc to create the
perfect storage and media solution that fits your
specific needs and taste.
When you are ready with your BESTÅ combination,
the planner helps you to calculate the price and
allows you to print or save list of products that
you can bring to your IKEA store or use to buy the
products online.
In the BESTÅ area of the IKEA store you will find
planning stations where you can use the BESTÅ
storage planner. Or visit the BESTÅ storage planner
online at www.IKEA.sg/planners.

Here are some of the services in your local store, if you need an extra hand.

Want this buying guide on your phone,
tablet or computer?
Access the digital version at
IKEA.sg.

Picking with delivery

Assembly

We collect the items on your shopping list and deliver
them to your home or business.

Our service provider can assemble your products and
take away the packaging.

BESTÅ storage
Buying guide 2020

You'll have interactive access to
our products, so you can search,
compare, plan, save favourites and
make purchases at your pace, all in
one place.

For more details about our services, talk to a co-worker at the IKEA store or visit us at IKEA.sg/services.

BESTÅ storage

BESTÅ
storage
Buying guide 2020

Buying guide 2020

All the products (shown here) may not be available
at the store. Please contact the staff or look at
www.IKEA.com for more information. For more
detailed product information, see the price tag
and the internet. All units require assembly.

BESTÅ storage
Buying guide 2020

All the products (shown here) may not be available
at the store. Please contact the staff or look at
www.IKEA.com for more information. For more
detailed product information, see the price tag
and the internet. All units require assembly.

All the products (shown here) may not be available
at the store. Please contact the staff or look at
www.IKEA.com for more information. For more
detailed product information, see the price tag
and the internet. All units require assembly.

All the products (shown here) may not be available
at the store. Please contact the staff or look at
www.IKEA.com for more information. For more
detailed product information, see the price tag
and the internet. All units require assembly.
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Information

Services

You can do it all yourself
but you don’t have to

Personalise your BESTÅ
with the planning tool
By using the BESTÅ storage planner, you can
customise one of the pre-designed BESTÅ
combinations or create one that is all your own!

Sometimes a little help is all you need to turn a
dream into reality. Which is why we offer a wide
range of services to help you along the way.
Maybe you just need a little help, or perhaps
someone to do the whole job for you. Either way
we’re here to help, and are happy to put together
a service package that’s just right for you. Of
course, the more you do yourself, the lower the
price will be. And the more you ask us to do for
you, the more you can sit back and relax.

The planner allows you to play around with frames,
doors, shelves, knobs, colours etc to create the
perfect storage and media solution that fits your
specific needs and taste.
When you are ready with your BESTÅ combination,
the planner helps you to calculate the price and
allows you to print or save list of products that
you can bring to your IKEA store or use to buy the
products online.
In the BESTÅ area of the IKEA store you will find
planning stations where you can use the BESTÅ
storage planner. Or visit the BESTÅ storage planner
online at www.IKEA.sg/planners.

Here are some of the services in your local store, if you need an extra hand.

Want this buying guide on your phone,
tablet or computer?
Access the digital version at
IKEA.sg.

Picking with delivery

Assembly

We collect the items on your shopping list and deliver
them to your home or business.

Our service provider can assemble your products and
take away the packaging.

BESTÅ storage
Buying guide 2020

You'll have interactive access to
our products, so you can search,
compare, plan, save favourites and
make purchases at your pace, all in
one place.

For more details about our services, talk to a co-worker at the IKEA store or visit us at IKEA.sg/services.

BESTÅ storage

BESTÅ
storage
Buying guide 2020

Buying guide 2020

All the products (shown here) may not be available
at the store. Please contact the staff or look at
www.IKEA.com for more information. For more
detailed product information, see the price tag
and the internet. All units require assembly.

BESTÅ storage
Buying guide 2020

All the products (shown here) may not be available
at the store. Please contact the staff or look at
www.IKEA.com for more information. For more
detailed product information, see the price tag
and the internet. All units require assembly.

All the products (shown here) may not be available
at the store. Please contact the staff or look at
www.IKEA.com for more information. For more
detailed product information, see the price tag
and the internet. All units require assembly.

All the products (shown here) may not be available
at the store. Please contact the staff or look at
www.IKEA.com for more information. For more
detailed product information, see the price tag
and the internet. All units require assembly.
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BESTÅ
TV storage combination. W240×D42×H230 cm.
White stained oak effect/NOTVIKEN grey-green/
LAPPVIKEN white stained oak effect/STUBBARP legs.
Push-open: 393.029.64 Soft-closing: 993.029.61

790

$

at the store. Please contact the staff or look at

